
(UN Summit on large scale movement of refugees and migrants) 

Pakistan's preliminary proposals on zero draft of Declaration and the Global Compact  

A)  Proposals for Zero Draft of Declaration  

Section 1 

1.2: Insert at the end of the para "and the repercussions of protracted refugee situations". 

1.3: Delete the words "irregular" in line 5. 

1.10: Replace "welcome" with "take note of" in the first line. 

1.11: Replace the word "new global consensus" with "new global strategy". 

Section 2 

2.1:  - Delete the heading "a set of commitments for migrants and refugees jointly". 

         - In line 5, add "burden and" before responsibility sharing. 

Section 3 

3(i): Replace "forced displacement and migration" with "large scale movement of refugees and 

migrants". 

3(iv): Add "burden and" before responsibility. 

3(vii): Replace "key commitments" with "relevant commitments" in line one. Replace "internally 

displaced persons" with "migrants" in line 4-5. 

3(ix): Delete the entire para. 

3(xiv): Delete entire para. 

4(xii): Delete entire para. 

Section 4 

4(xiii): Delete entire para. 

4(xiv): Delete second sentence of the para. 

 



4(xix): Delete the words "any type of return, whether voluntary or otherwise" and replace it with "Such 

return".  Replace "international human rights standards" with "international human rights law". 

4.2: Delete the last two sentences of para 4.2. 

Section 5 

 - Delete entire para 5(i), iv, vii, viii, ix, x, xi, xii and xiii. 

  Transfer par 5 (ii), iii, v, vi and xiv to Section 6. 

Section 6 

6(vi): Add "and protracted refugee situations" at the end of the first sentence. 

6(ix): End the para after documentation for refugees. 

6(x): Delete first sentence of 6(x). 

6(xvi): Add "enhancing assistance for" after we commit to in line 1. 

6(xviii): Add "enhance assistance to" after we will in line 1. 

6(xxii): Add at the end of the para "while prioritizing repatriation as the preferred solution in protracted 

refugee situations".  

 

B) Proposals for Global Compact on responsibility sharing of refugees 

Title:  

Add 'burden and"  before responsibility sharing. 

Normative framework 

No proposals for this section at this stage 

Responsibility sharing  

6. Add 'burden and' before responsibility in both para 6 as well as the heading of this section. 

12.  Add 'burden and' before responsibility. 

14 (sub-para four): Replace "impacts on refugees" with "impacts of refugees". 



15 (sub-para three). Add 'national" before civil society. 

16 (sub-para two): Delete the words "legal, social and economic". 

17 (sub-para two): Delete "to include comprehensive refugee response in national development plans" 

and replace it with "to ensure that adequate assistance and support is provided to host countries". 

17 (sub-para three): Delete the para. 

18.  Add, after for example through, the words "creating pull factors including economic opportunities". 

19 (sub-para one): Replace refugees with "returnees". 

20. Add at the end of the para "and eventual repatriation to country of origin". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


